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1 Introduction
Lots of our customers ask us about how to use CodeFluent Entities in a team environment. This means
three things:
-

How can many architects work together on the same model?
How can many developers develop together?
What are the best practices with the source control and generated code?

Be sure we answer all of these questions! 

2 Designing
2.1 Splitting your model into parts
CodeFluent Entities allows you to split the model into multiple parts (the storage unit, using an XML
syntax in .XML or .CFP files) and multiple surfaces (used for visualization and editing).

Parts and surfaces are not linked. One surface can contain entities from multiples surfaces or just one
entity from a part and two entities from another part for example.
This allows you to checkout one file at the time, avoiding merging while checking-in, which is very
convenient for teamwork.

By default, everything is located in the main (default) part but we’ll see how to move them in the
“right” part automatically, if desired.

2.1.1 Concept default part
Many concepts in a CodeFluent Entities model are linked to entities and so, will be stored in the same
part as their related entities. However, you can decide that instances, producers and project resources
concepts will be stored automatically into separate parts:

2.1.2 Creating one part per type (entity or enumeration)
CodeFluent Entities allows you to automatically create a new part each time you create a new entity
or enumeration. This option is available in the Visual Studio options:

Note: This setting is not shared nor linked to a specific project, and therefore must be set on each
computer.

2.1.3 Moving entities between parts
You can easily move entities between parts using the property grid’s “Part” property:

2.1.4 Using namespace default part
By default, new entities are added to the main default part whatever surface you are using. You can
however define a default part by type namespace. Select the namespace on the surface and set its
default part in the property grid:

2.2 Absolute path, relative path and environment variables
Sometimes you need to add files such as templates, aspects or static files (images, documents, etc.) to
your model.
CodeFluent Entities provides a “Files” folder where you can add any file. Folders and Files added to this
folder are under source control if source control is enabled:

Of course, you can use these files in your model, for example in instances:

If you are using a file which is not part of the model, instead of using an absolute path (that may
possibly work only on your computer) you should use an environment variable, for example:
<cf:pattern
path="%CF_PATTERNS_PATH%\SoftFluent.Localization.xml"
name="CodeFluent Localization Aspect" />

This way, every developer can configure his environment to access the right file:

step="Methods"

Note: When you select any file in your computer, CodeFluent Entities tries to find a “portable path”
using this fixed set of environment variable automatically: CF_TEMPLATES_PATH,
CF_PATTERNS_PATH,
CF_CURRENT_PATH,
CommonProgramFiles,
CommonProgramW6432,
ProgramFiles(x86), ProgramFiles, ProgramW6432, Windir, USERPROFILE.

3 Generating
3.1 Database Producer configuration
Database producers may require some level of configuration, for example the connection string.

3.1.1 Using Default Persistence Server
When you don’t specify a connection string, CodeFluent Entities uses the following connection string:
Application Name=[DefaultNamespace];server=[DefaultPersistenceServer];database=[De
faultNamespace];Integrated Security=true

Where [DefaultNamespace] is the default namespace of your CodeFluent Entities project, and
[DefaultPersistenceServer] the default persistence server. By default, the default persistence server is
configured to be 127.0.0.1.
Of course, you can override the default connection string at the project level thanks to the Default
Connection String property (defaultConnectionString attribute in XML) or at the producer level by
specifying its connection string explicitly.
However, to keep the model as portable as possible, the best practice is for each developer to set the
default persistence server (independently from all CodeFluent Entities models) to his local “mostly
used server”, the server he’s used to work with most of the time. To set this up, one needs to:





Run Visual Studio with administrator privileges,
Get in Tools > Options… > CodeFluent Entities,
In the advanced tab of the property grid (click the button with the yellow plus sign to access
it), set the Default Persistence Server property to your server.

Doing this ensures the default connection string used by CodeFluent Entities is valid locally. As a
consequence, developers won’t have to override the default connection string in their models
anymore, and this way a model can easily be shared between one another.
Note: Of course, if the project uses more than one connection string, this will note solve all problems.

3.1.2 Using environment variable
If the default connection string does not fit your need, you can set a custom connection string. The
producer accept only one connection string, so the idea is to use an environment variable. For instance:
%CF_Sample_SqlServer% = "<connection string>"

Then set this environment variable as the producer connection string:

Note: The environment variable will be expanded in the window but in the part (XML file), the
environment variable will be written as expected:
<cf:producer name="SQL Server" typeName="CodeFluent.Producers.SqlServer.SqlServerProdu
cer, CodeFluent.Producers.SqlServer">
<cf:configuration connectionString="%CF_Sample_SqlServer%"
</cf:producer>

3.2 Configuration Manager
Sometimes you need to enable or disable producers. For example you want to use one configuration
during development, and another for production.
You can define project properties using the standard Visual Studio project configuration editor. To
access this screen, select your CodeFluent Entities project in the Solution Explorer and then do a rightclick > Properties (or Alt + Enter).
From this screen, you’ll be able to control Visual Studio project level properties (in the Project tab), as
well as build properties (in the Build tab):

4 Development
4.1 Connection String
4.1.1 Default connection string
If no connection string is provided in the configuration file, the default one will be used. Check the
database producer section for more details.

4.1.2 Custom connection string
If you need to specify a connection string in the configuration file, you should use an environment
variable such as “COMPUTERNAME”. This way, each developer can set its connection string without
affecting other developers, and a unique .config file can be used. When a new developer starts using
the project, he adds a new connection string in the “connectionStrings” tag with the same name as its
computer name, like this:

If more than one developer uses the same computer, you can add the username for example:
“{%COMPUTERNAME%_%USERNAME%}”. The connection string name will become “<machine
name>_<user name>”.

5 Source control
5.1 Should I checkin generated files?
It depends! This question is not only related to CodeFluent Entities, but to all code generators. There
is
a
lot
of
resources
on
the
web
about
this.
For
example:
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/893913/should-i-store-generated-code-in-source-control
Here’s are main advantages of each solution:

5.1.1 Advantages of storing generated files in the source control
-

Developers without CodeFluent Entities can build the code
You don’t need CodeFluent Entities on your build server
When you label a version you know all files needed to rebuild the project are there
When you have large model, you avoid long time code generation
You can compare different version of files (for instance when a new version of CodeFluent
Entities is released)

5.1.2 Advantages of excluding generated files in the source control
-

Checkin contains less files, so you have a clearer change history
You avoid potential merge conflicts on generated files
You can generate your model without checkout files even if you use exclusive checkout policy

5.2 Server workspace & local Workspace
Both kind of workspaces are supported by CodeFluent Entities. The following post explains the
differences
between
local
workspace
and
server
workspace:
http://blogs.msdn.com/b/phkelley/archive/2013/05/29/server-workspaces-vs-local-workspaces.aspx
Note that Microsoft recommends the use of local workspace:

5.2.1 Working with server workspace
CodeFluent Entities generates files in a way that’s integrated with Visual Studio (by default), whether
source control is enabled or not. If new files are generated or if files are deleted, it instructs Visual
Studio to add or remove them to the target project, so it will add pending changes in source control, if
source control is enabled.
If a generated file already exists, nothing is changed to the Visual Studio project, so you won’t get any
pending changes (but your files are up to date for compiling). You will then have to manually checkout
and checkin files to the source control. The main reason of this behavior is to allow code generation
when exclusive checkout policy is in place. For example if a developer generates files and checkout
them automatically, no one can generates files until the first developer check them in. If you allow
multiple checkouts, the CodeFluent Entities behavior prevents from unexpected merging conflicts.
Note: With server workspaces and Visual Studio 2012 or above, when a generated file is removed (for
instance when you remove an entity), the file is removed from the project but still remain on the source
control. You have to manually delete it using the source control explorer. This seems to be a limitation
of the Visual Studio Development Environment, and the underlying target projects systems.

5.2.2 Working with local workspace
With local workspace Visual Studio automatically detects file changes on the file system. So each time
you generate files, Visual Studio detects file changes and check the corresponding files out. If files are
identical, Visual Studio does not check files out.
After adding and removing entities you may have the following type of pending changes:

5.3 Reduce merge conflicts with generated files
By default, CodeFluent Entities adds generation date and product version in the generated files text.
This means each time you generate files, they are different from the previous version ones, even If you
don’t change the model.

If two or more developers checkin generated files, they may get merge conflict whereas only the
generation date is different. To avoid this issue you can instruct CodeFluent Entities to remove those
information from the generated file. This way, the generated files remain the same if your model does
not change.

The generated file does not contains date and the CodeFluent Entities version number this
“1.0.01234.05678”:

If you use local workspaces, Visual Studio does not check a file out when the file content does not
change. With the remove diffs option, when your model does not change, no file are checked out.

5.4 Continuous build
5.4.1 Should I generate the model during the automatic build process?
5.4.1.1 Case 1: I check generated files in
If generated files are checked in you don’t need to generate them again, so you may not need to build
the model.
The generating process may in fact do more than just generate code. For instance you can deploy a
database using persistence producers. If those steps are part of your build process, you may want to
build the model even if generated files are checked in.
Note: If you don’t need all producers, you should use the Configuration Manager as described in §3.2.
5.4.1.2 Case 2: I don’t check generated files in
If you don’t check generated files in you must build the model.

6 Recommended configuration
The configuration we recommend is the following:
-

Use local workspace (also recommended by Microsoft),
Remove dates and diffs in generated files to avoid unneeded file checkout,
Split your model into one part by type or one part by namespace if you are often adding or
removing entities,
Check generated files in to the source server to get history and simplify the build process,
Use different configuration to build the model with the continuous build process so you can
disable producers or change their configuration.

